The attitudes and response of "policy receivers" should be taken into more consideration when governments make regulation policy. This paper discusses the public's degree of understanding, support willingness, implement willingness, and influence willingness to the policy, as well as the mutually responding scenario by using the quadratic response surface regression analysis from the perspective of "policy receivers". The statistics of 951 segments of valid sample data and the regression analysis suggest that: (1) 42.51% of individuals have poor understanding with regard to the command and control policy of household waste, which indicates a deficiency in the publicity effectiveness of the policy; (2) the public's understanding, support, implement, and influence of the policy present an inverted U shape change, indicating a low degree of understanding and influence willingness, and high support willingness and implement willingness; (3) overall, only support willingness can significantly affect the public's willingness to implement the policy, while both the degree of understanding and support willingness can positively predict influence willingness significantly; (4) the consistency between the degree of understanding and support willingness has an incremental effect on implement willingness and influence willingness; and (5) the implement level to the charge collection policy increases when the degree of understanding exceeds support willingness by a certain value.
Introduction
With the rapid development of economy, various economic and social problems spring out under pressure of the shortage of energy supply and endless demand, which has arisen wide concern among the public. In such circumstances, the concept of circular economy has been proposed, which aims to replace the traditional linear economic growth model relying on resource and energy consumption with the circular and ecological economic model depending on ecologic resources [1] . In this process, as a kind of waste being consumed, urban household waste (also known as municipal solid waste, MSW) is the main pollutant of urban environment and also the resource and energy needed to be developed again [2] . Currently, two aspects can mainly show how to turn MSW into resource and energy again: one is to transform waste to energy by incineration and bio-degradation [3, 4] , and the other is to recycle waste and put them into use again. To turn MSW into treasure, promote the reducing, reusing, recycling, and energy regeneration of MSW, and realize the sustainable development of resource and energy, governments formulated a series of policies to regulate MSW, which have become a major tool for MSW management. the effectiveness of the policy is the key factor. To this end, many scholars have carried out in-depth theoretical and empirical tests on specific policies. Many factors, such as technology, environment and health, economy and finance, society, and organization, were used to evaluate the regulation policy of domestic waste and other environmental policies [14] [15] [16] . However, these evaluations have not analyzed the feasibility and effectiveness of the policies or considered the people-centeredness and effectiveness of the policies from the public perspective. Wang (2007) [17] analyzed the regulation effects not only from the perspective of organization response, but also from the level of family satisfaction to the policies. He found that 16.5% of residents do not agree with the garbage charge policy, which influenced the executive effects of the policy. This is consistent with the view that environmental attitudes can predict the performance of environmental behavior [18, 19] . The public's attitude towards the domestic garbage regulation policy also determines whether they will participate in garbage collection and recycling. Attitude also includes the dimensions of cognition, emotion, and behavior intention [11] . Wang (2007) [17] analyzed the responses of urban residents to the "dumping charges" garbage regulation policy based on the "recognition degree" (partial to emotion), which cannot comprehensively interpret the public's attitude towards the policy.
First, the public will have a sense of identity with the regulation policy of the domestic waste because of endogenous factors (such as healthy living awareness, environmental responsibility, and civic awareness) [20] [21] [22] . However, if it is not established based on a full understanding of the policy and a clear judgment of the interest relationship with them, this sense of identity will not be sustainable [23] . In other words, the public's sense of identity formed based on cognition to the policy will be more stable and lasting. Second, in the public's attitude and response to policies, the intention to follow and implement the policy is the most direct embodiment of the policy effectiveness. Long-term and stable behavior intention is influenced by various factors, such as an awareness of social responsibility, economic cost, living habits, degree of trust, herd mentality, and comfort preference [24, 25] .
The implement willingness will not be ignored, but the policy implementers should also set an example and spread the policy ideas to others with a "missionary" attitude to drive others to implement the policy system. The Theory of Planned Behavior also indicates that individual behaviors are influenced by subjective norms. If people with important status believe that it is important to conduct an act, the public is more likely to comply with their wishes for the act [26] . It follows that, in addition to the cognition degree, recognition degree, and implement willingness, the measurement of the public's attitude and response to the policy should also pay attention to the interaction effects between individuals, namely, "the influence willingness". Although scholars have not explicitly proposed the concept of "policy-influence willingness", in research on environmental behaviors, they utilize "persuasive action" to express individuals' drive to other people to participate in environmental protection [27] . To summarize, this research believes that individual attitudes and responses to the regulation policy of MSW are the comprehensive embodiment of recognition, cognition, implement willingness, and influence willingness.
The research theory related to behavior indicates that cognition is the foundation of behavior intention [28, 29] . The urban residents' cognition to regulation policy of MSW is reflected in the degree of understanding and recognition to the contents of the policy, while the behavior intention is reflected in the compliance of policies and the promotion to others to drive more people to follow the policies. Jin and Liu (2012) [30] studied the latest agricultural insurance subsidy policy and indicated that policy cognition can affect individual behavior choices. However, some scholars believe that there is no necessary connection between individual cognition and behavior choice. For instance, Chang et al., (2016) [31] studied the public's attitudes towards the mandatory water saving policy and public awareness of policy effectiveness, and discovered that the policy was still effective and the local residents would still save water, even if they did not support the mandatory water saving policy. It can be observed that the degree of understanding and support willingness belong to the individual cognitive and emotional level of the attitudes towards the policies, and implement willingness and influence willingness are the behavioral intention level of the individual attitudes towards the policy. The relationship and influencing mechanism among degree of understanding, support willingness, implement willingness, and influence willingness must be further explored. Comprehensive experimental technology in statistics generally uses the output as the response results after the variable input to solve the problem from complex systems. In this research, the concept and method are introduced to study the influence of individual cognition and emotion on behavior intention, and discuss the response of public understanding, support willingness, implement willingness, and influence willingness to the policy.
Classification of MSW Regulation Policy
Economists and regulators have proposed several regulation policies aimed at dealing with MSW, including a garbage charge policy, raw materials taxation, recycled material subsidy, advance payment or consumption tax, deposit refund system, producer responsibility extension system, standard foe cycle material content, recovery rate standard, product durability standards, etc. [17, 32, 33] . Scholars have classified and studied these policies and regulations. Liao (2000) [34] summarized the regulation policies of MSW in some developed countries (such as Europe, Japan, and the United States), and believed that these countries have generally developed waste regulation policies in three aspects: law, economy, and management.
Wang and Peng (2006) [35] classified the regulation policy of urban domestic waste in China into three categories of downstream policy, upstream policy, and comprehensive policy from the perspective of the waste disposal industry chain. Downstream policy directly deals with domestic waste disposal and consumption behavior. Upstream policy is related to the production behavior of manufacturers. Comprehensive policy includes policies that affect the behaviors of both manufacturers and urban residents. Yuan (2016) [36] believes that the MSW regulation and control policies introduced by the Chinese Government generally covered the three major regulation means: added-value tax refund after collection, domestic waste charge system, and regeneration link subsidy policy. Lu and Du (2016) [37] divided the Japanese garbage regulation policy into four categories from the perspective of the regulators: civil participation, education publicity, legal constraints, and government incentives.
Generally speaking, the research classifies the regulation policy of urban domestic waste from the perspective of policy makers. This classification method represents that, on the one hand, the policy content will be more than the regulation on urban domestic waste and includes responsibility assignments and requirements for law executors and manufacturers, while, on the other hand, the research perspective is from the government rather than the main body of the policy implement.
Therefore, it cannot effectively analyze urban residents' attitudes and responses to these policies. Tvinnereim and Ivarsflaten (2016) [38] divide the climate policy from the perspective of the social individual, they believe that social individuals would spend money to implement the policy, and based on this, the policy was further divided into high-cost policies, low-cost policies/opportunities, and policies with ambiguous costs. Taking this method as a reference, this research considers the actual situation of the MSW regulation policy in China and divides the MSW regulation policy into four types: technical standards, charge collection, command and control, and participation and supervision from the public perspective. All kinds of policies are state-led; that is, no matter which category (policy of technical standards, charge collection, command control, and participation and supervision) they belong to, the policies have similar contents, though there exist some differences in policies promulgated among provinces and cities. 
Research Method

Quadratic Response Surface Regression Analysis Methodology
The response surface methodology uses the comprehensive experimental technique of statistics to solve the relationship between the input (variable) and output (response) of complex systems. The mathematical expression of the response surface methodology is the multiple linear regression analysis, as shown in Equation (1) .
where n is design variable, α 0 is the constant term undetermined coefficient, α j is the linear term undetermined coefficient, and α ij is the quadratic term undetermined coefficient. The quadratic response surface regression analysis method is a combination of the quadratic polynomial regression and response surface method. This method is mainly applied in the study of person-organization fit theory [39] [40] [41] . There is also a fitting relationship between the degree of understanding and support willingness, which refers to the "consistency" degree between the public's understanding and support to the policy. It is similar to the fit connotation in the person-organization fit theory. Therefore, this research plans to utilize the quadratic response surface regression analysis method to deeply discuss the response relationship of the degree of understanding, support willingness, implement willingness, and influence willingness of the public to the MSW regulation policy. Moreover, the consistency degree is defined as the score of degree of understanding is equal to the score of support willingness. The score is divided into five points in accordance with the scale grade. The higher scores indicate greater consistency in degree. This research defines the inconsistency as the difference between the degree of understanding score and the support willingness score. If the former is higher than the latter, it is known as "forward sequence" inconsistent. In contrast, if the degree of understanding score is lower than the support willingness score, it is known as "inverted sequence" inconsistent. When the degree of inconsistency is closer to 0 this indicates a higher degree of consistency.
Scale and Samples
This study collected and made a review of the important waste regulation policies issued by Chinese government in recent years, and designed relevant scale items. According to the four-dimensional structure of public attitudes and reactions mentioned above, namely, the degree of understanding, support willingness, implement willingness and influence willingness, the respondents were evaluated by the cognition and behavior willingness of the policies. In addition, 13 professionals (2 professors, 2 associate professors, 4 lecturers, and 5 doctoral candidates majoring in management) were invited to discuss and determine the correctness, scale feasibility, and statement readability of the question items in the scale. The scale adopts the Lickert5 graduation measurement: 1 to 5 represent extremely inconsistent to extremely consistent. The respondents completed the evaluation according to the contents described in each question item and their own actual cognition and behaviors. To ensure the reliability and validity of the questionnaire, a pre-survey was conducted 21-29 February 2016 in Suzhou and Xuzhou city, Jiangsu Province, by face-to-face interviews. During the process, the respondents were told that the questionnaire responses would be used only in scientific research. We promised that any personal information would be kept confidential, and emphasized the importance of answering the questionnaire truthfully. Finally, we gave gifts to the respondents for their participation. A total of 207 questionnaires were issued in Suzhou and Xuzhou, and 195 questionnaires were received with a reception rate of 94.2%. Nine invalid questionnaires were rejected. Finally, 186 valid questionnaires were left out, and the valid rate was 89.9%. The reliability and validity of the questionnaire in the pre-test were analyzed to correct the questions and form the formal questionnaire. The formal questionnaire contains two parts. The first part is the investigation of basic information. The second part investigates the degree of understanding, support willingness, implement willingness, and influence willingness of the public. The policies include four categories, technical standard, charge collection, command and control, and participation and supervision, containing 44 government-implemented policies in total. The measurement examples of the degree of understanding, support willingness, implement willingness, and influence willingness of each policy are presented in Table 1 . It covers the description of the policy name, issue department, issue data, major contents of the policy, degree of understanding, support willingness, implement willingness, and influence willingness of the public, as well as the grade measurement. Sample size is determined by the overall size, the accuracy and reliability of the sampling, and the heterogeneity of the total. Under a certain heterogeneity level of the total, sample size can be determined using Scheaffer Equation [42] :
where n is the sample size, N is overall total, and δ is the acceptable sampling error. In 2016, the total population of Jiangsu Province was 79.76 million. This means that N for Jiangsu Province was 79.76 million. The sampling error δ is generally set as 0.05. Therefore, the statistical theoretical sample size in Jiangsu Province was about 400. Since there are multiple deviations in surveys, the minimum sample size should be over 600 to reduce the deviation between the estimated and real value within 15% [43] . The formal investigation was conducted from 1 March to 15 April 2016 in Jiangsu Province. We used the same method in the pre-survey to control the quality of questionnaire filling. The questionnaires were collected by face-to-face interviews in residential areas, office buildings, urban libraries, fast food restaurants, and other commercial establishments. A total of 1177 questionnaires were issued and 951 valid questionnaires were received with a valid rate of 80.80%, thus meeting the requirements for a reliable survey. The sample structure is shown in Table 2 , where the gender, age, education background, monthly income, and other variables distribute reasonably, which can be regarded as representative. 
Data Analysis
Factor Analysis
This research adopted AMOS17.0 to analyze the confirmatory factor of the validity of the questionnaire structure. After adjusting the model twice, the final fitting indicators are χ 2 (Chi-square) = 1088.393, df (Degree of freedom) = 341, χ 2 /df = 3.192, RMSEA (Root mean square error of approximation) = 0.050, GFI (Goodness-of-fit index) = 0.912, IFI (Incremental fit index) = 0.900, CFI (Comparative fit index) = 0.900, and TLI (Tacker-Lewis index) = 0.889. All indices are in the favorable range. The reliability of the samples is analyzed based on the SPSS21.0 software, and the results show that the Cronbach's alpha coefficients of each dimension are greater than 0.700. The coefficients of technical standard, charge collection, command and control, and participation and supervision are 0.733, 0.729, 0.721, and 0.801, respectively, which indicate the internal consistency of the data in the scale. To summarize, the four-dimensional structure of the MSW regulation policy, namely technical standard, charge collection, command and control, and participation and supervision, is proven.
Statistics Analysis
The frequency of the degree of understanding, support willingness, implement willingness, and influence willingness of the sample policies is summarized (Table 3 ). "Extremely inconsistent" and "Relatively inconsistent" belong to low values, which represent "not to or never" understand, support, implement, promote or drive others to follow this policy and the inferior characteristics. As shown in the Table 3 , the degree of understanding of 42.51% population is low. In addition, the inferior value of the policy influence willingness reaches a relatively high level (12.52%). According to the data obtained from the questionnaire, "extremely inconsistent", "relatively inconsistent", "general, relatively consistent", and "extremely consistent" are valued at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Through calculating, the degree of understanding, support willingness, implement willingness, and influence willingness of the public to different types of policies could be obtained.
The average values of degree of understanding, support willingness, implement willingness, and influence willingness of the public to the policy are calculated to obtain the conditions of the public to understand, support, implement, promote, and influence others to comply with the MSW regulation policy, which are as shown in Figure 1 . Obviously, the public's understanding, support, implement, and driving situations of the policy present an "inverted U" change, presenting the characteristics of a low degree of understanding (average value of 2.61), and high support willingness and implement willingness (average values are up to 3.77 and 3.78). Moreover, the public's publicity and driving behaviors to the policies are at the general level (average value of 3.51). 
Quadratic Response Surface Regression Analysis
Based on the above analysis, the quadratic response surface regression analysis method is applied to the conceptual model established in this research. The following two models are established from the implement willingness and influence willingness, which are implement willingness/influence willingness model 1 (Equations (3) and (5)), and implement willingness/influence willingness model 2 (Equations (4) and (6)). To avoid multi-collinearity, the public's degree of understanding (X), support willingness (Y), implement willingness (Z1), and influence willingness (Z2) are subjected to centralization processing to calculate the quadratic term X 2 and Y 2 , as well as the product term X × Y of X and Y. All of the above operations are processed by SPSS20.0. Implement M1:
Implement M2:
Influence M1:
Influence M2: According to the correlation analysis (Table 4) , there are significantly positive correlations among the degree of understanding, support willingness, implement willingness, and influence willingness of the public to policies, a similar finding was observed for the technical standard, charge collection, command and control, and participation and supervision. 
Based on the above analysis, the quadratic response surface regression analysis method is applied to the conceptual model established in this research. The following two models are established from the implement willingness and influence willingness, which are implement willingness/influence willingness model 1 (Equations (3) and (5)), and implement willingness/influence willingness model 2 (Equations (4) and (6)). To avoid multi-collinearity, the public's degree of understanding (X), support willingness (Y), implement willingness (Z 1 ), and influence willingness (Z 2 ) are subjected to centralization processing to calculate the quadratic term X 2 and Y 2 , as well as the product term X × Y of X and Y. All of the above operations are processed by SPSS20.0. Implement M1:
Influence M2: According to the correlation analysis (Table 4) , there are significantly positive correlations among the degree of understanding, support willingness, implement willingness, and influence willingness of the public to policies, a similar finding was observed for the technical standard, charge collection, command and control, and participation and supervision.
Based on the results of the regression analysis (Table 5) , both implement M1 and implement M2 show that the linear correlation exists only between support willingness and implement willingness, while the adjustment R 2 of implement M2 to implement M1 presents a rising trend. This indicates that implement M2 has a relatively high explanatory power and can better show the correlation between independent variables and dependent variables. Note: "DU" indicates degree of understanding, "SW" indicates support willingness, "IW1" indicates implement willingness, "IW2" indicates influence willingness, "TS" indicates technical standard policy, "CC1" indicates charge collection policy, "CC2" indicates command and control policy, and "PS" indicates participation and supervision policy. * indicates p < 0.05, ** indicates p < 0.01, *** indicates p < 0.001. Edwards (2002 Edwards ( , 2008 [41, 42] pointed out that when the polynomial regression model containing multiple quadratic terms is significant, the relationship between the independent variables and the dependent variables must be expressed through the three-dimensional diagram. Therefore, this research used the three-dimensional diagram to conduct the response surface analysis on the regression model. Specifically, Matlab7.6.0 software is used to draw the three-dimensional diagram of the relationship between the degree of understanding, support willingness, implement willingness, and influence willingness of the public to policies. In the diagram, the X-axis represents the degree of understanding, the Y-axis represents support willingness, and the Z-axis represents implement willingness or influence willingness. Y = X transversal line is the so-called congruence, indicating that the two measurement indicators on the X-Y plane are in the same direction and the values are the same. Y = −X transversal line is the dis-congruence, which indicates that the values of the two measurement indicators on the X-Y plane are the same, but the directions are opposite. To summarize, one can note that the diagram of the response of the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to the implement willingness is along the transversal lines of Y = X and Y = −X (Figure 2b,c) .
As shown in Figure 2b , when the degree of understanding and support willingness are consistent, and the degree of consistency is relatively high, the public's willingness to implement the policy is higher. In contrast, when the degree of understanding and support willingness are "inverted sequence" inconsistent, the implement willingness is lower. For the "forward sequence" inconsistency, implement willingness is continuously lower (Figure 2c ). According to the calculation formula of the inconsistency between the degree of understanding and support willingness, the inconsistency line Y = −X shows that implement willingness and the negative of support willingness are related, which further verifies that the public's overall support willingness and implement willingness to the policy are positively correlated.
As shown in Figure 2b, (Figure 2c) . According to the calculation formula of the inconsistency between the degree of understanding and support willingness, the inconsistency line Y = −X shows that implement willingness and the negative of support willingness are related, which further verifies that the public's overall support willingness and implement willingness to the policy are positively correlated. The same method is adopted to analyze the public's overall degree of understanding and support willingness to influence willingness. According to the regression analysis results (Table 5) in influence M1, the public's degree of understanding and support willingness can significantly predict influence willingness. In influence M2, only the public's support willingness can significantly predict influence willingness. Moreover, the adjustment R 2 of influence M2 to influence M1 shows a declining trend, which proves that implement M2 does not have high explanatory power, and implement M1 can better show the relationship between independent variables and dependent variables. However, to directly show the response of the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to implement willingness and the response of the consistency between the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to influence willingness, this research still uses the threedimensional diagram to conduct the response surface analysis on the regression model. The same method is adopted to analyze the public's overall degree of understanding and support willingness to influence willingness. According to the regression analysis results (Table 5) in influence M1, the public's degree of understanding and support willingness can significantly predict influence willingness. In influence M2, only the public's support willingness can significantly predict influence willingness. Moreover, the adjustment R 2 of influence M2 to influence M1 shows a declining trend, which proves that implement M2 does not have high explanatory power, and implement M1 can better show the relationship between independent variables and dependent variables. However, to directly show the response of the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to implement willingness and the response of the consistency between the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to influence willingness, this research still uses the three-dimensional diagram to conduct the response surface analysis on the regression model. Figure 3b also indicates that the value of the public's influence willingness to the policy is higher when the consistency between degree of understanding and support willingness is at a high level. The calculation formula of the inconsistency between degree of understanding and support willingness proves that the inconsistency Y = −X shows the correlation between influence willingness and negative of support willingness. That is, Figure 3c further verifies the correlation between the public's support willingness and influence willingness.
Sustainability 2017, 9, 1034 12 of 22 also indicates that the value of the public's influence willingness to the policy is higher when the consistency between degree of understanding and support willingness is at a high level. The calculation formula of the inconsistency between degree of understanding and support willingness proves that the inconsistency Y = −X shows the correlation between influence willingness and negative of support willingness. That is, Figure 3c further verifies the correlation between the public's support willingness and influence willingness.
(a) (b) (c) Figure 3 . Diagram of the response of the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to influence willingness.
Response of the Degree of Understanding and Support Willingness for Different Types of Policies to Implement Willingness and Influence Willingness
This research further adopts the response surface analysis method to discuss the response of the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to implement willingness and influence willingness for different types of policies of technical standard, charge collection, command and control, and participation and supervision.
With regard to the technical standard policy, according to the results of the regression analysis on the response of the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to implement willingness (Table 6 ), both implement M1 and implement M2 show that the linear correlation exists only between support willingness and implement willingness. The adjustment R 2 of implement M2 to implement M1 presents the rising trend and shows relatively high explanatory power. Implement M2 can better present the relationship between independent variables and dependent variables. 
With regard to the technical standard policy, according to the results of the regression analysis on the response of the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to implement willingness (Table 6 ), both implement M1 and implement M2 show that the linear correlation exists only between support willingness and implement willingness. The adjustment R 2 of implement M2 to implement M1 presents the rising trend and shows relatively high explanatory power. Implement M2 can better present the relationship between independent variables and dependent variables. The response surfaces are shown in Figure 4 . As shown in Table 7 , when the degree of understanding and support willingness are consistent, and the degree of consistency is relatively high, the public's willingness to implement the technical standard policy is higher. When the degree of understanding and support willingness are "inverted sequence" inconsistent, the implement willingness is lower. For the "forward sequence" inconsistency, the implement willingness is continuously lower. However, according to the calculation formula of the inconsistency between the degree of understanding and support willingness, the inconsistency line Y = −X shows that implement willingness and the negative of support willingness are related, which further verifies that the public's support willingness and implement willingness to the technical standard policy are positively correlated. The response surfaces are shown in Figure 4 . As shown in Table 7 , when the degree of understanding and support willingness are consistent, and the degree of consistency is relatively high, the public's willingness to implement the technical standard policy is higher. When the degree of understanding and support willingness are "inverted sequence" inconsistent, the implement willingness is lower. For the "forward sequence" inconsistency, the implement willingness is continuously lower. However, according to the calculation formula of the inconsistency between the degree of understanding and support willingness, the inconsistency line Y = −X shows that implement willingness and the negative of support willingness are related, which further verifies that the public's support willingness and implement willingness to the technical standard policy are positively correlated. In influence M1, the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to technical standard policy can significantly predict implement willingness. In influence M2, only the public's support willingness to the technical standard policy can significantly predict implement willingness. Moreover, the adjustment R 2 of influence M2 to influence M1 shows a declining trend, which proves that the implement M2 does not present high explanatory power, and implement M1 can better present the relationship between independent variables and dependent variables. For the technical standard policy, when the degree of understanding and support willingness are consistent, and the degree of consistency is relatively high, the public's willingness to implement the technical standard policy is higher. Table 7 shows that, when the degree of understanding and support willingness are "inverted sequence" inconsistent, the implement willingness is lower. For the "forward sequence" inconsistency, the implement willingness is continuously lower. Table 7 . The response of the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to implement willingness and influence willingness. With regard to the charge collection policy, according to the results of the regression analysis on the response of the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to implement willingness (Table 6 ), both implement M1 and implement M2 show that the linear correlation exists only between support willingness and implement willingness. The adjustment R 2 of implement M2 to implement M1 presents a declining trend, indicating that implement M2 does not show a relatively high explanatory power, while implement M1 can better present the relationship between independent variables and dependent variables. On Y = X line, the slope is greater than 0, indicating that compared with the inconsistency, when the public's degree of understanding and support willingness are consistent, the implement willingness value is higher. As shown in Table 7 , when the consistency between the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to the charge collection policy is enhanced, the implement willingness value increases. When the response surface is concave along the inconsistency line Y = −X, according to the calculation, the inflection point coordinate is (1.32, 0.28). When the degree of understanding and support willingness of the public to the charge collection policy are inverted sequence consistent, implement willingness decreases. However, when the degree of understanding exceeds support willingness, implement willingness will slightly decrease to a certain extent and then increase.
In influence M1, the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to the charge collection policy can significantly predict implement willingness. In influence M2, neither the degree of understanding nor support willingness of the public to the charge collection policy can predict influence willingness. Moreover, the adjustment R 2 of influence M2 to influence M1 shows a declining trend, which proves that influence M2 does not present high explanatory power, while influence M1 can better present the relationship between independent variables and dependent variables. On Y = X line, the slope is equal to and smaller than 0, indicating that compared with the inconsistency, when the public's degree of understanding and support willingness are consistent, the implement willingness value is higher. As shown in Table 7 , when the consistency between the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to the charge collection policy is enhanced, the implement willingness value increases. When the response surface is concave along the inconsistency line Y = −X, according to the calculation, the inflection point coordinate is (1.21, 0.22) . When the degree of understanding and support willingness of the public to the charge collection policy are inverted sequence consistent, implement willingness decreases. However, when the degree of understanding exceeds support willingness, implement willingness will decrease slightly to a certain extent and then increase.
In terms of charge collection policies, the public shows a relatively lower degree of understanding and support willingness in the "dark space" during the early stage of implementation. With the deepening implementation of the policy, the "inverted sequence" inconsistencies from the public's degree of understanding and support willingness demonstrated an upward tendency, while the policy response level showed a downward trend. However, when the degree of understanding and support willingness appear in a "forward sequence" inconsistent order, implement willingness and influence willingness reversed small increase and arrived at the "bright space" stage.
As for the command and control policy, according to the results of the regression analysis on the response of the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to implement willingness (Table 6 ), both implement M1 and implement M2 show that the linear correlation exists only between support willingness and implement willingness. The adjustment R 2 of implement M2 to implement M1 presents a declining trend, which indicates that implement M2 does not show a relatively high explanatory power. Implement M1 can better present the relationship between independent variables and dependent variables. As shown in Table 7 , when the degree of understanding and support willingness are consistent, and the degree of consistency is relatively high, the public's willingness to implement the command and control policy is higher. When the degree of understanding and support willingness are "inverted sequence" inconsistent, implement willingness is lower. For the "forward sequence" inconsistency, implement willingness is continuously lower. However, according to the calculation formula of the inconsistency between the degree of understanding and support willingness, the inconsistency line Y = −X shows that implement willingness and the negative of support willingness are related, which further verifies that the public's support willingness and implement willingness to the command and control policy are positively correlated.
In influence M1, the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to the command and control policy can significantly predict implement willingness. In influence M2, only the public's support willingness to the command and control policy can significantly predict implement willingness. Moreover, the adjustment R 2 of influence M2 to influence M1 shows a declining trend, which proves that implement M2 does not present high explanatory power, and implement M1 can better present the relationship between independent variables and dependent variables. As shown in Table 7 , when the degree of understanding and support willingness are consistent, and the consistency degree is relatively high, the public's willingness to implement the command and control policy is higher. The public's support willingness and implement willingness to the command and control policy are positively correlated.
As for participation and supervision policy, according to the results of the regression analysis on the response of the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to implement willingness (Table 6) , both implement M1 and implement M2 show that the linear correlation exists only between support willingness and implement willingness. The adjustment R 2 of implement M2 to implement M1 presents a rising trend, which shows a relatively high explanatory power. Implement M2 can better present the relationship between independent variables and dependent variables. As shown in Table 7 , when the degree of understanding and support willingness are consistent, and the degree of consistency is relatively high, the public's willingness to implement, participate, and supervise the policy is higher. When the degree of understanding and support willingness are "inverted sequence" inconsistent, the implement willingness is lower. For the "forward sequence" inconsistency, implement willingness is continuously lower. However, according to the calculation formula of the inconsistency between the degree of understanding and the support willingness, the inconsistency line Y = −X shows that implement willingness and the negative of support willingness are related, which further verifies the public's support willingness and implement willingness to the participation and supervision policy are positively correlated.
In influence M1, the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to the participation and supervision policy can significantly predict the implement willingness. In influence M2, neither the degree of understanding nor the public's support willingness to the participation and supervision policy can predict influence willingness. Moreover, the adjustment R 2 of influence M2 to influence M1 shows a declining trend, which proves that the implement M2 does not present high explanatory strength, and implement M1 can better present the relationship between independent variables and dependent variables. As shown in Table 7 , for the participation and supervision, when the degree of understanding and support willingness are consistent, and the degree of consistency is relatively high, the public's willingness to implement the technical standard policy is higher. The public's support willingness and implement willingness to the participation and supervision policy are positively correlated.
Discussion
According to the descriptive statistics analysis in the samples, 42.51% of individuals had a low degree of understanding of the MSW regulation policy, which reflects the lack of understanding and recognition of the policy due to the deficiency in publicity of the policy by the government. Two major reasons may cause the phenomena. Firstly, the policy-making side (the government) is weak in communication, causing the public lack of awareness and understanding to the policy. Secondly, the "policy receivers" lack the willingness to understand the policy. Ren et al. (2016) [44] pointed out that the public's willingness to learn and understand the policy is closely related to the perception of harm from waste pollution. Therefore, the government should not only strengthen the policy communication, but also enable the public to realize the harm to themselves and their families from waste pollution. In addition, compared with influence willingness and implement willingness for the policy, the inferior value also reaches a higher level (12.52%). It requires individuals to have higher environmental awareness and citizen consciousness to promote the policy standard to others and drive more people to follow the policy. According to previous research, there is certain room for Chinese residents' environmental awareness and citizen consciousness to be further improved [45] . In addition, individuals' supervision and urge for people to follow the waste regulation policy might be regarded as officiousness, which will further result in interpersonal gap. Deniz et al. (2013) [46] pointed out that individuals will take no action or keep silent due to concerns about the interpersonal gap or incompatible with the community. These factors make a large number of residents reluctant to drive others to understand and follow the policy standards.
Interestingly, the public's understanding, support, implement, and influence situations of the existing waste regulation policy present an "inverted U" change, showing the characteristics of a low degree of understanding and influence willingness (the average value is 2.61), and high support willingness and implement willingness (the average values are up to 3.77 and 3.78). This proves that although residents do not know much about the policy, they will still support and implement the relevant policies. Liu et al. (2015) [47] also found there are a high proportion of residents who may support the policies about consumption behaviors adjustment towards energy-saving and low-carbon pattern, but currently the residents' awareness are still not desirable. The possible reason is that individuals have the endogenous environmental protection and energy-saving behavior tendency, which originate from healthy living consciousness [20] , environmental responsibility [21] , civic consciousness [22] , etc. This will increase support willingness and compliance degree to waste classification, recycling, and other activities, as well as the government regulation policies. In addition, normative concentration induces motivation to observe law and discipline [48] to further obey the rules and regulations.
The quadratic response surface analysis results show that the public's support willingness to the policy can positively affect implement willingness. However, the degree of understanding cannot significantly predict the public's willingness to implement the MSW regulation policy. The knowledge-attitude-behavior model [49, 50] points out that behavior is related to knowledge and belief. External conditions are required to transform knowledge into behavioral intention, and the establishment of faith is the key factor of behavioral intention. Public support for policy is a positive emotion and belief, and can predict the intention to compliance behavior. However, the public's understanding of the policy cannot be directly converted into implement. Negash et al. (2015) [51] believe that education was an important external condition to promote the knowledge to transform into behavioral intention.
With regard to the response to influence willingness, the public's degree of understanding and support willingness to different policies can significantly predict influence willingness. Since the policy standard contains some environmental protection knowledge, understanding of the policy will increase the individuals' environmental knowledge. Bradley et al. (1999) [52] and Zsóka et al. (2013) [53] pointed out that environmental knowledge and environmental protection willingness can enhance individuals' environmental responsibility, which further leads to the occurrence of pro-environment behaviors, including management behavior, consumption behavior, persuasive behavior, and citizenship behavior. It is an environmental persuasive behavior to promote and drive more people to follow the policy norms. In addition, Valkila and Saari (2013) [54] found an inconsistency between the statements and actions of environmental protection behaviors. Environmental persuasive behavior and other behaviors conducive to society can establish a positive image for the actors. However, this does not mean that they will protect the environment and save energy. Therefore, it is understandable that the degree of understanding can predict influence willingness, rather than implement willingness.
For different MSW regulation policy, the consistency between the degree of understanding and support willingness has an "incremental" response to implement willingness and influence willingness. That is, when the degree of understanding and support willingness are consistently at a high level, the values of implement willingness and influence willingness are higher. This indicates that it is not inevitable that the public's understanding and support of the policy will have a high willingness to implement or make the policy influential. If the degrees of understanding and support willingness are inconsistent in "forward sequence", individuals might disagree with the policy and are unwilling to passively follow or promote it after sufficiently understanding the contents of the policy. If the degree of understanding and the support willingness are inconsistent in "inverted sequence", although the individuals will support the policy, the sense of identity may originate from the endogenous environmental protection and energy-saving behavior. The public will lack understanding of the policy; there will be no regulation to follow, and they will not act to promote the policy or persuade others to comply with it. Kaiser et al. (1999) [55] and Richard et al. (2001) [56] also pointed out that individuals are more likely to translate their cognition into behavioral intentions when they attach individual positive emotions to the cognition. This also means that individuals will have higher implement willingness and influence willingness when they understand the policy with emotional support.
It is worth noting that the response of the inconsistency between the degree of understanding and support willingness for the charge collection policy with implement willingness and influence willingness shows a "concave" change. Implement willingness decreases when the degree of understanding and support willingness for the charge collection policy are "inverted sequence" consistent. However, implement willingness increases after the degree of understanding exceeds support willingness ("forward sequence" inconsistent) by a certain value. The response of influence willingness of the charge collection policy also presents similar characteristics. This shows that the residents will have exclusive behaviors when they do not understand the MSW regulation system, which is consistent with the opinion of the Economic Person Assumption [57] . The public will not be willing to pay extra costs for the waste. However, after residents deeply understand the content, standards, and reason for the waste disposal charge, they will realize that waste disposal requires a large number of human and material resources. The charge is to enable them to live in a better environment. In addition, China implements the waste disposal charge system according to households and people; each family must pay 4 Yuan a month, equivalent to 0.079% of the overage family monthly expenditure (5053.3) [5] . Therefore, this charge can be negligible, and the public will be willing to comply with the charging system. Residents are reluctant to pay the public service independently, which will create a feeling of unfairness. Therefore, they are more willing to encourage others to comply with this charging system.
Conclusions and Policy Implication
Conclusions
(1) According to the sample data statistics and response surface regression analysis results, 42.51% of individuals lack understanding of the waste regulation policy.
(2) Overall, the public's understanding, support, implement, and influence of the policy show an "inverted U" change, suggesting characteristics of a low degree of understanding and influence willingness, and high support willingness and implement willingness.
(3) With regard to the relationship mechanism, support willingness can significantly affect the public's willingness to implement the policy. Understanding alone does not have a significant impact function, while the degree of understanding and support willingness can significantly and positively predict influence willingness.
(4) The consistency between the degree of understanding and support willingness has an "incremental" response to implement willingness and influence willingness. When the degree of understanding and support willingness are consistently at a high level, the values of implement willingness and influence willingness are higher.
(5) The inconsistency between the degree of understanding and support willingness to the charge collection policy indicates a concave change to the response of implement willingness and influence willingness. The implement level will decrease for the reversed order inconsistency between the degree of understanding and support willingness. However, implement level will increase when the degree of understanding exceeds support willingness by a certain value ("forward sequence" inconsistent).
Policy Enlightenment
To improve the public's response to the policy, ensure the regulatory effectiveness of MSW, recycling process and energy conversion, and promote the resource and energy sustainable development, this research proposes the following policy enlightenments according to the analysis results:
(1) Compensate the short board factors in the "inverted U" phenomenon. According to the analysis, if the public's support willingness and implement willingness are not established based on the full understanding of the policy and a clear judgment of their own interest relationship, they will not have sustainability. Therefore, on the one hand, the government must continue with the pace of policy-making in the publicity and compensate the short board of the public's degree of understanding to the policy through innovating means and channels of propaganda. On the other hand, the government should emphasize more on promoting the formation of a positive social atmosphere to lay the foundation for enhancing the public's influence willingness.
(2) Awareness and support of the policy are facilitated by synchronization. Research results show that the public exhibit unanimity in awareness and support of the policy, and they showed a higher level of implement and influence willingness (high policy response). However, the reality is that the level of awareness is lower than support intention, which hinders a positive outcome. Therefore, the government should innovate work methods, strengthen the public's understanding and support information, take timely and appropriate measures, and promote the consistency level of public understanding and support.
(3) The government should facilitate the implementation of expense-collecting policies, establish an information disclosure system during the whole implementation process, and strengthen the image of trustworthy institutions. Through the inconsistency analysis, the public will demonstrate a higher level of implement and influence willingness (a higher level of policy response at the initial stage) due to identification with government authority when the public show lower-level awareness and support of policies, namely, in the "dark space" during the early stage of implementation. With the deepening implementation of the policy, the "inverted sequence" inconsistencies from the public's degree of understanding and support willingness demonstrated an upward tendency, while the policy response level showed a downward trend. However, when the degrees of understanding and support willingness were "forward sequence" inconsistent, implement willingness and influence willingness reversed with a small increase. Such results show that there exists a "concave" response process for the enactment and implementation of expenses-collecting policies. The entire process should be more open and transparent and the length of stay in lower response area shortened. At the early stage of policy implementation, the government should establish a mechanism of mutual benefit and trust through constant communication with the public, improve government credibility, take the initiative to reduce risks of a low-level policy response from "inverted order" inconsistency, promote steady policy implementation, and finally guide the public's response scenario transforming it from concave to an increase type.
